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My personal point of view: 
I. Object to Percept

The general setting: (in this case)
Objects comprising a scene
Object has a local property X (“scientific” sense)
Object & light (refl) -> distal stimulus
Distal stim. & “channel” -> combine stimulus C
Combine stim. & retina -> photoreceptor stimulus
Photorec. stim. & neural proc -> visual percepts V

I.e. C = f1(X, Θ1) , V = f2(C, Θ2)
Θ1 = “external” parameters, Θ2 = “internal”
Ideally, we would like to recover as much info 
about X as we need (?) with reasonable cost



II. Percept to Goal
But why are we interested in X?

V & info -> visually guided responses R
Visually guided responses & environment -> 
outcome! (“strategy” as a chain of X->R )
Outcome judged in multiple time scales (short 
term, …, evolutionary)
Feedback provided…
Goals: short-term, reproduction, survival (axiom?)

Thus, X useful only for the maximization of 
the probability of goal achievement Pg:

Find f2: max Pg over V, or anyway estimate of Pg
I.e. tune “internal parameters” Θ2



Given X, what should V be?
The usual problem (underdetermined): 

X not uniquely recoverable from C
At least two solutions: (for f2)

Use estimates of Θ2 from local or global info in a fixed 
way (“static” optimization for optimal recovery of X in an 
“absolute” sense, but is this really useful???)
Let the system self-tune in all time scales! I.e. get 
empirical priors of X and Θ1, and adaptively tune Θ2 so 
that the recovered visual percept V will be maximally 
useful for your goals (I.e. will maximize Pg !)
Biological realizability of the above?
Dichotomies: low/high level, fixed/dynamic, tscale etc.

Don’t forget implementation constraints 
(hardware costs, evolutionary continuity etc.)



But, shouldn’t I see what 
“really” is out there?

No.- better just “know enough” (hallucinate?)
Ideally, based on your senses, you should create an 
internalized model of the external world comprising the 
information you need for your goals at a reasonable cost.

In practice: (forget about “ideally”)
You only have empirical evidence (based on prior 
observations, actions & estimated consequences of you, 
others around you, and your species)

What is “external reality”?
From an evolutionary, species-centric point of view, an 
organism or species-relative optimal estimate of reality 
might be defined as: (compare & re-explain “scientific” view) 
“The internalized model of the world that should ideally be 
constructed from the senses with reasonable cost in order to 
maximize the probability of goal achievement for the entity”



Enough Philosophy!
Time for their experiments…

Experiment I: “Use of 3D geometry to alter 
apparent illumination” (apparent shadows)



Experiment I



Experiment I
Results:

Average difference in perceived brightness of the diamonds 
when the dark surround and its diamonds were depicted in 
shadow and the light surround in light compared with 
reversed depiction was 124%. 
The only change used to elicit this marked difference in the 
perceived brightness of the equiluminant test diamonds is 
switching the position of the relevant faces of the cube from 
an apparently lighted region of the scene to a region in 
apparent shadow

Possible objection:
Differences might still be related to contrast differences! (by 
repositioning the light surround next to the shadow etc.)
Thus, let’s try experiment II…



Experiment II
“Change in perceived brightness of test 
patches when altered direction of illumination 
is only implied”



Experiment II



Experiment II
Results: 

Average perceived difference in brightness elicited 
by the two equiluminant test patches: 65%
Taking advantage of the fact that, because 
illumination from the sun or other sources is 
usually from above, observers assume a superior 
light source in the absence of other cues
Such a large difference in perceived brightness 
elicited by exactly the same luminance profile in 
distinct orientations hadn’t been described



Discussion
An explanation based on statistics of visual 
experience

It is not local contrast that causes differences in 
brightness of the patches, but what the test patch 
luminance in the context of the luminances in the 
rest of the scene has most often signified (non-
local higher level processing, empirically tuned)

Explanation of the standard simultaneous 
brightness contrast illusion (textbook ex.)
Broader Significance: staircase example etc.



Standard simultaneous 
brightness contrast illusion



Schroeder stair



Conclusions
Experience can effect visual perception

Old idea: Helmholtz 19th cent.
Evans, Beck, Hurvich 20th cent.
“a prologue to learning” allowing “inferences 
about associations”

But previously not quite in this manner
I.e. pointing to the fundamental strategy 
suggested here: “visual stimuli eliciting in a 
probabilistic manner associations that are 
themselves the percepts to be experienced.”

Errors counterbalanced by value of strategy



My personal criticism
“A scheme of perception based on empirically 
determined probabilities insures that a given 
stimulus elicits a pattern of neural activity 
(the percept)…

Author’s view: …that represents the most 
frequently encountered real-world source of the 
stimulus”
Personal view: We need something slightly 
different: …that represents the hypothesized-real-
world source of the stimulus that would trigger a 
behavior which would maximize the probability of 
goal achievement” (with empirical data and goals 
along various time scales)
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